Understanding chronic stress: a narrative review of literature
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Abstract

Though commonly used to describe the ‘emotions’ in daily life, stress is a scientifically valued concept which has slowly evolved since the late 1970s to become a vital area of research interest, expanding its scope in relation to humans, animals, and plants. In today’s context, chronic stress is identified as one of the main determinants of physical and mental disorders.

The concept of chronic stress has a complex diversity and several multi-dimensional constructs. There had always been controversies on the mechanism and measurement of chronic stress, leading to confusion and disagreement among the scientific community, hence the slow progression in research related to chronic stress. These fundamental deficiencies and the emerging public interest were recognised in the early 1980s by the United States National Research Council and as a result, several organizations such as the International Institute of Stress in Montreal and Hans Selye Foundation were established to uplift the research work on stress. The first World Congress on stress was held in 1994 during which the current issues pertaining to stress were discussed extensively. A narrative review of the literature was conducted to explore the concept of chronic stress using several electronic databases.
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Background

‘Stress’ is one of the ‘buzz words’ of the modern world and has been labelled by the World Health Organization as the ‘health epidemic of the 21st century’. It is commonly overused or misused in everyday life as well as in biological science and clinical practice (1). ‘Stress’, derived from the English word ‘distress’ (2) denotes the interaction between humans and their environment at individual and community levels (3). It expresses not only the psychological, occupational and social pressures in life but also the lifestyles and health consequences (4). It is, therefore, identified as a modern metaphor of the darker side of human behaviour (3).

Acute stress is commonly used by the general public to describe ‘time pressure’ in day to day life. When a time-bound task cannot be accomplished, it
could initiate a series of physiological reactions – a ‘stress response’. However, only some would get ‘stressed’ by such time pressures, implying that stress has many other determinants specific to individuals for initiating a stress response (5). These determinants are external influences experienced by an individual or reactions of an individual with these forces, such as direct physical or chemical substance or indirect symbolic meanings that could interfere with the biological integrity of an individual to produce stress (6).

While acute stress is increasingly becoming part of life, ‘chronic stress’ has remained a relatively unfamiliar entity. Chronic stress is known to result in a variety of serious health related physical, financial and emotional consequences at both individual and societal levels (7-8). It is the responsibility of the public health researchers to unwind this complex scientific phenomenon into an applicable concept to improve disease prevention. Therefore, we aimed to conduct a narrative review on the concept of chronic stress based on literature.

**Methods**

A thorough literature review was performed to identify the facts related to chronic stress under the following themes: Evolution of stress, the concept of chronic stress, its patho-physiological basis, and health consequences. The electronic databases such as PubMed, Google Scholar, Medline, and HINARI were used to gather data. The search was limited to local and international literature published in English. The retrieved literature was checked for secondary references in order to ensure a comprehensive search. The search strategy included all aspects of chronic stress: evolution, concept, patho-physiology and health implications of chronic stress. Medical subject headings (MeSH) terms were used when searching Medline. For the other databases, the Boolean operators ‘and’ and ‘or’ were utilized. Manual search for relevant literature was also done in hard copies of medical journals in libraries, theses, and dissertations. Citation information along with notes and abstracts were downloaded to Endnote X6 software.

**Evolution of stress**

Stress as a concept came to the fore in the late 17th century and started evolving based on science only in the early 19th century (9). In the last 25 years, it has become a vital area of research gaining due recognition in the world.

The word “stress” has been used initially by engineers to describe the force that can put a strain on a particular structure. The maximum force that can be applied to a given structure was known as its ‘stress threshold’ (5). In the early 20th century, Walter Cannon who did research on adrenal medulla formulated a hypothesis on stress related to humans. He hypothesized that activation of the autonomic nervous system (mainly the sympathetic system) prepares an individual to produce a ‘fight or flight’ response to danger (10). This hypothesis was challenged by Hans Selye in 1935, based on his experiments conducted on laboratory rats. In his experiments, he administered a variety of ovarian and placental extracts that were considered as stressful agents’ into rats and observed their organ-specific changes. He observed the following pathological changes in all the animals: ulceration of intestines, atrophy of the thymus and lymphatic system and ulceration of the adrenal cortex. Based on this, Selye proposed that this triad was a consistent reaction to any demand and not only to danger (3). This led to re-defining of stress as ‘a non-specific (stereotypical) response of the body to any demand’ (11). To express ‘demands’, he coined a new term called ‘stressors’, which has the potential to act as internal or external agents to produce a stress response. Along with it, Selye constructed the ‘General Adaptation Syndrome’ (GAS) related to homeostasis. Homeostasis is a ‘steady state’ where all living organisms maintain their equilibrium that is essential for survival (12). This equilibrium is shown to be affected by stressors (13). GAS leads to adaptation, which is the physical or mental response that is needed to regain homeostasis (14). If no such adaptation takes place, it leads to a ‘stress response’ in an individual (15).

The GAS consists of three stages: alarm reaction, resistance, and exhaustion. Alarm reaction consists of two sub-components: shock and counter-shock. The shock phase is controlled using the neural mechanisms that stimulate the adrenal medulla. This stimulation also releases several hormones during this phase. The counter-shock phase reverses the changes occurring during the shock phase, while the stage of resistance is consistent with increased parasympathetic activity.
High secretion of glucocorticoids and increased anabolism of proteins are the main features during this stage. If a person enters the stage of exhaustion, the exposure to stressors may damage the adaptation process leading to various other changes (15).

In the early 1960s, John Mason – a psychologist measured the level of stress hormone among subjects who were exposed to different stressors. He proposed that stress experienced is almost always the result of a specific cognitive mediation, in which the stimulus must be appraised as a threat for it to produce a stress response. Mason and his research team had enough evidence to challenge Selye and to conclude that the response to stress is specific, unlike what Selye described as stereotypical (16).

The concept of stress has been further refined by understanding the pathophysiology of the stress response. Everly and Sobelman (17) identified three neuro-biological pathways of the stress response, which are neurologic, neuroendocrine and endocrine trails. Several other conceptual frameworks have been proposed and as a result, several methodological issues have arisen in relation to the study of stress. This has made the subject of stress more complex and challenging (11).

**The concept of chronic stress**

The concept of chronic stress was initially evaluated using animals as experimental models. These animals were exposed to external stressors for a long period of time, thus the chronicity of stress was mainly determined by the duration of stressors (11, 18). This has been challenged in subsequent research.

The mechanism of acute and chronic stress is not the same. This difference has been explained by the different stages of GAS. Acute stress mainly corresponds to the alarm and resistant phases of reaction, whereas exhaustion directly deals with the concept of chronic stress. To further elaborate, during an acute traumatic event, the individual will enter into the alarm phase with warning signs. To face this event, the body will take safety measures during the resistance phase. Some may have few or no damages related to this incident, which results in a successful adaptation. On the other hand, some stressors, for example, severe injury or death of a loved one would continue to discharge a stress response, even after the termination of the physical event. After a considerable time, they would go into the exhaustion phase (11). This persisting response is identified as ‘chronic stress’.

Not only the duration of resistance stages but also the frequency of the alarm or resistance is identified as an indicator to differentiate acute stress from chronic stress. Individuals exposed to repeated stressors may circulate back and forth between alarm and resistance stages. This cycling effect is facilitated by the replacement of corticosteroids with continuous discharge of adrenal hormone. When the chronic stressor lasts long enough, the hormone discharge may tail-off and the exhaustion begins, leading to chronic stress. It should be noted that a stressful event or stimulus needs to fulfil several other factors to produce chronic stress. Duration of the stressful event, the uncertainty of stress, loss of adaptation to demands or threat are some of them (11).

A conceptual confusion has been noted in differentiating chronic stress from daily hassles (19). Daily hassles are “irritating, frustrating, distressing demands that characterize everyday transactions with the environment” (19), whereas chronic stress is also due to high- or low-intensity stressors with a high frequency of occurrence (19). This confusion has been resolved to some extent by Pratt and Barling (20), in which they identify daily hassles as annoying clusters of events that are of low intensity as well as occurring infrequently, compared to chronic stressors occurring frequently in high- or low-intensity.

In further support of the theory of chronic stress, McEwen introduced the concept of ‘allostatic load’ in 1993, which is the long-term effect of the physiological response to stress. In simple terms, it is the number of stress response cycles that a person would undergo. Large allostatic loads are detected due to several reasons: an environment that causes repeated activations, lack of adaptation to environmental stressors or inability to decline towards the baseline (21). Allostasis is the adaptive mechanism used to achieve homeostasis by producing mediators such as adrenaline, cortisol and other chemical messengers (22).

In 2013, Smyth & colleagues (23) have demonstrated a conceptual model for chronic stress. According to this model, three contributing factors are identified as giving rise to chronic stress namely, repeated activation, low or slow adaptation, and delay
or failure to return to homeostasis. He proposes that chronic stress and associated health risk occur when the stress response is “too often” or “too long”, which in turn produces a sustained effect on biological systems.

Repeated activation or higher frequency of acute stressors: This may be the same stressor or another stressor arising from the environment that is related or unrelated to the previous one. It is not necessary to have the external stressor all the time. An individual can perceive the challenging/threatening event repeatedly so that it generates a chronic stress response (23). The schematic illustration given in Figure 1 differentiates the stress response of a person with chronic stress and of a normal person. According to Figure 1, line ‘A’ shows how the body should ideally respond to repeated stressors. With time, the stress response to repeated stressors will be of less intensity and will reach homeostasis, although it may not reach a zero response. This is an acceptable response of a normal person. Line ‘B’ explains the stress response of a person with chronic stress, in which every time the stressor comes, he is reacting to it as if for the first time in full force without any habituation with time. Importantly, if that person is removed from this environment, he/she can function normally again.

Low or slow adaptation: This contributes to the lack of habituation with persistent physiological responses even for non-threatening stressors. Continuous appraisal of stressors as threatening is the main mechanism of action. Duration of both the stressor and its response contribute to this low/ slow adaptation (23).

Delay or failure to return to homeostasis: This is extra time that needs an individual to return to homeostasis or may not come to the usual homeostasis status and settles at a much higher resting state. Persistent stress responses occur due to complex environmental challenges which need plenty of biological resources, thus leading to slower recovery (24). The continuation of the stress state for a long period of time contributes to chronic stress (23).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the stress response of a person with chronic stress and of a normal person.
The schematic illustration given in Figure 2 differentiates the abnormal stress response (inline ‘X’ and ‘Y’) from the normal stress response (inline ‘Z’). The abnormal responses may be due to inherent properties of the person (e.g. personality) and may not have any relationship with the external environment, so that even if their environment is changed, the way they respond to stress may not differ.

Based on these concepts, operational definitions for chronic stress have been derived. Eckenrode defines chronic stress as “aspects of the environment that are demanding an ongoing and relatively unchanging basis” (25). Chronic stress is also defined as “repeated occurrence of different stressors with uncontrollable consequences or absence of adaptive coping mechanisms” (20, 24).

According to Baum (18), chronic stress is “demands, threats, perceived harm or loss, or responses that persist for a long period of time”. Tate and others (26) have defined chronic stress as “lasting for more than two weeks without specific dates that stand out as particularly significant” such as the presence of financial difficulties after losing the job. Wheatley (27) has operationally defined chronic stress as “an event/stressor of high intensity that occurred more than once over a period of time” in her study on personal features, chronic stress and depressive symptoms. Hamilton and Meston (28) defined chronic stress in two components. The first component includes major life events with high intensity that lasts for a long period of time, such as the death of a loved one. The second component consists of a collection of small frequent stressors such as financial issues.

According to the literature, the definitions on chronic stress are more focused on ‘stressors’ rather than the ‘stress response’. This highlights the need for a comprehensive definition, which should capture the stress response and the interaction between a person and his/her environment. The importance of stress response in developing chronic stress is emphasized in the pathogenesis of chronic stress.

**Pathophysiology and health consequences of chronic stress**

The acute stress response increases the activity of the hypothalamo-pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis, resulting in high levels of cortisol. It has been noted that chronically stressful events can increase or
decrease the body cortisol output (29-31). This chronic stress-induced hyper- and hypo-cortisolism has created confusion regarding the exact mechanism of HPA activity. To clarify this, Miller and others (32) conducted a meta-analysis using available research data over the past fifty years. Results of this meta-analysis highlighted that chronic stress has the ability to increase or decrease the HPA activity, while it depends on the characteristics of stress and the individual who faces stress. The review identified five key characteristics that shape the HPA activity following an individual’s exposure to chronic stress. These include the time since the onset of chronic stress, the nature of the threat, emotions elicited by stress, controllability of stress and the individual psychiatric sequelae.

An acute stress response consists of an emotional response, followed by coping strategy and defence mechanism. All three components prevent a person moving towards a disease status (33). In contrast, chronic stress causes permanent and long-term damage to physical as well as mental health through alterations in physiological, behavioural and psychological responses of the systems and organs of the body (24).

Physical and mental disorders are closely related to stressors in life (34). A stressor can disturb or threaten the normal homeostasis mechanism of the two main stress response pathways: HPA stress axis and sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) system (34). Continued and prolonged chronic stressors disturb the HPA axis and its negative feedback mechanism that leads to maladaptation of this axis. This is also known as “adrenal fatigue” (35). The final result is the high glucocorticoid hormone levels, altered release of hypothalamic hormones and reduction of negative feedback control of the two axes (36). Chronic stress activates the SAM system and releases catecholamines to initiate the response. This continuous and long-term activation of HPA and SAM systems increases the risk of physical and mental disorders (34).

Chronic stress is directly interrelated with stress endocrine system and affects individual brain structure, immune system and behaviour. This clearly shows that individuals who are exposed to chronic stress during their life spans are at higher risk of developing cardiovascular disease, obesity, cancer, immune disorders and mental disorders such as depression (37-38).

Conclusions

Repeated stressors can produce a stress response in full force, in which the system responding to stress (i.e. the pathway to come back to homeostasis) wears out. Ultimately, the stress response will remain high giving rise to chronic stress. When the body fails to reach homeostasis as a consequence of the chronic stress response, other organs and systems in the body would start changing, which would lead to physical and mental disease entities.
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